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ABSTRACT 
Let K be a complete ultrametric algebraically closed field, let D be a clopen bounded strongly 
infraconnected set in K and let H(D) be the algebra of the Analytic Elements in D. 
Let F(Y) = C,F=, a,Y’ E H(D)[ [ Y]]. We assume first: a, divides ao. , a, _ , in H(D) and second: 
;iim_ llaF1( $JD= 0 whenever j=O,...,n- l. 
We also assume there exists a slight subset A CD such that, for each fixed XE A, the series F,(Y) 
with coefficients in K has exactly n zeros in the disk d(0, r(x)) with 
r(x) = max I(a,/a,)(x)i “(n-J). 
OS/S”-1 
Then we prove F(Y) factorizes in H(D)[[Y]] in the form P(Y)G(Y) with P a n-degree manic 
polynomial in H(D)[ Y] such that the zeros of P, are those of F, in d(0, r(x)), whenever XED \ A 
and G an element of H(D)[[ Y]]. This factorization is the one obtained with stronger hypothesis and 
with less precision on r(x) in a previous article. 
$ 1. INTRODUCTION AND THEOREMS 
Let (K, 1.1) be a complete ultrametric algebraically closed field. 
When A is a ring, we denote by A[[Y]] the set of the Taylor series with 
coefficients in A. 
Let D be a bounded closed subset of K. As usual, we will denote by H(D) 
the Banach algebra of the analytic elements on D [E,], and by /I. IJD the 
uniform convergence norm on D defined on H(D). 
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Recall that an elementfc H(D) is said to be quasi-invertible if it has a factori- 
zation P(x) g(x) with P a polynomial whose zeros are interior to D, and g an 
invertible element in H(D). 
The classical sets to study the algebras H(D) are the infraconnected sets. A 
set D is said to be infraconnected if for every a ED, the mapping from D to 
fR+ : x+/x-al has an image whose adherence is an interval of IR [El]. Given 
a bounded closed set D, the Banach algebra H(D) doesn’t have non trivial 
idempotent if and only if D is infraconnected [E,]. 
In [E4] we had to introduce the strongly infraconnected sets and the cali- 
brated sets in order to obtain the largest class of sets D such that every element 
f of H(D) reaches its maximum in D. 
For aE K, Q>O we will denote by d(a, ,o) (resp. dp(a,@)) the disk 
{xeKIJx-all@} (resp. {xEKljx-al<@}). 
Also we will denote by C(a, Q) the circle (x ) Jx - al = Q}. 
Let D be a closed bounded set, and let Q be the smallest disk d(a, R) con- 
taining D. Then every maximal disk d-(a,e)CQ \ D is called a hole of D. We 
will denote by lKJ the set (JxJ,xEK}. 
D is said to be strongly infraconnected if for every hole d-(a, r) of D such 
that r E lkl, there is a sequence a, in D such that la, -al = la, - a,,1 = r for every 
nfm [Ed]. 
(It is easily seen that a strongly infraconnected set is infraconnected [EJ, 
and of course every affinoid infraconnected set is strongly infraconnected). 
Let 1Kl be {(xj\x~K). In [E4] we proved the following result (see Lemma 
8 and the proof of Theorem 1). 
A closed bounded infraconnected set D is strongly infraconnected if and 
only if for every f E H(D) such that (1 f (( D E jk(, there exists a ED such that 
If(~ MD 
Here we will consider strongly infraconnected closed open bounded sets 
because it is the largest class of sets D such that every analytic element f in D 
is quasi-invertible and satisfies the maximum principle provided /If IID eI K 1, 
and these two properties are necessary to obtain Theorems A and B. 
T-filters are defined in [Es]. If D is an open closed bounded infraconnected 
set, every element fE H(D) is quasi-invertible if and only if D has no T-filter. 
Let F(Y)= Cl=“, aS*&E H(D)[[Y]]. For each XED we will denote by F, the 
series C,‘=“, a,(x) YS E K[ [ Y]] . 
For every r E R,* let T(r) be the algebra of the Taylor series F(Y) E K[[ Y]] 
convergent in d(0, r). 
Hensel’s lemma gives the classical factorization in the form P( Y)G( Y) for a 
series F(Y) E T(r) with P(Y) a manic polynomial whose zeros are those of F( Y) 
in the disk d(0, r) and G(Y) an invertible element in T(r) [A, L]. In [E4, E,] we 
looked for obtaining a similar factorization for Taylor and Laurent series with 
coefficients in a Banach algebra H(D), i.e. for example, a series F(Y) E 
EH(D)[[Y]J in the form P(Y)G(Y) with P(Y)EH(D)[Y], G(Y)eH(D)[[Y]] 
such that for every XE D we recover the classical factorization in the form 
F,(Y) = P,( Y)G,( Y) in a suitable algebra T@(x)). 
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After results due to J. Lubin and B. Dwork [D] we introduced the strongly 
infraconnected sets [E4] to assure every analytic element reaches its maximum 
in D. 
After correcting a mistake made in [E4] we obtained in [Es] good sufficient 
conditions to assure the factorization by introducing the following Banach 
algebra S(D, r). 
Let r be a bounded function from D to IR+ and let F(Y) = C,“=, aSYS E 
E II(D)[[ Y]]. We put IllFIll’= SUP,,~ (supSEN Ia,(x)I~(x)~) and we denote by 
g(D, r) the set of the F(Y) EEI(D)[[Y]] such that lim_, IllasYslII’=O. Then 
g(D, r) is clearly the Banach algebra completion of II(D)[ Y] normed by Ill. IIV. 
Letf(Y)= C’” a,YSE T(r). For ~5 r we will also denote by N’V;e) (resp. 
N-V;@)) the unique integer t (resp. q) such that 
ble’= s;,p la,le ’ and la,jq’> la,l,@ whenever s>t 
(rev. laqleq= SUP lasjeS and laqleq> la,J$ whenever s<q). 
stN 
By classical results [A, L] we know that if f is a series convergent in d(0, r) 
f has exactly N+u,b)- N-Cf,a) zeros (taking into account multiplicities) in 
the set ac Ix I 5 I, for every a, b with 0 <a 5 b 5 r, and the number of zeros in 
d(O;b) is N+Cf,6). 
The factorization Theorem obtained in [Es] is the following. 
THEOREM A. Let D be an open closed bounded strongly infraconnected 
subset of K with no T-filter, let r be a bounded function from D to R,, and 
let n E N. Let F(Y) = C,“=, a, Y’E C?(D, r) be such that F, has exactly n zeros in 
d(0, r(x)) (taking into account multiplicities) for every x in D \ A4 with Ma finite 
subset of D. Then F has a factorization P( Y)G( Y) in g(D, r) with P a n-degree 
manic polynomial in I-I(D)[ Y] and G(Y) E g(D, r) such that N’(G,, r(x)) = 0 
whenever x E D \ M. If F(Y) E II(D)[ Y] then G(Y) E II(D)[ Y]. 
Here we first remark that Theorem A remains true in replacing the hypothesis 
“D has no T-filter” by the more general hypothesis “an is quasi-invertible in 
II(D) and each a, is either quasi-invertible or identically equal to zero whenever 
s=o , . . ..n- 1.” 
Indeed in [Ed], T-filters are involved in Lemmas 6 and 9, Proposition P, B, 
Q and Theorems 1 and 2. 
When considering the Laurent series F(Y) = C ‘,” <,yS in Proposition B and 
Theorem 1 we may avoid the hypothesis “D has no T-filter” by assuming that 
tj and cq are invertible in H(D). (Instead of proving it by using the hypothesis 
“D has no T-filter”). 
In Lemmas 6 and 9, in Proposition P, Q and in Theorem 2 we may avoid 
the hypothesis “D has no T-filter” in assuming that a, is quasi-invertible in 
II(D) and each a, is either quasi-invertible or identically equal to zero whenever 
s=o , . . ..n- 1. 
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By using this generalization we will prove the following Theorem B which 
gives the factorization for a formal series F(Y) EH(D)[[ Y]] without assuming 
it lies in a Banach algebra .!F(D, r) and we directly define a function r linked 
to F. In addition, we just assume the hypothesis “FX has exactly n zeros in 
d(0, r(x))” to be true in a very small subset A of D. 
THEOREM B. Let D be an open closed bounded strongly infraconnected set 
and let F(Y) = C,“,, a,Y”EH(D)[[ Y]] be such that a,, is quasi-invertible and 
each aj is either quasi-invertible or identically equal to zero and such that a,, 
divides ao, . . . , a,_, in H(D). Let Z be the set of the zeros of a,,. 
Let A be a subset of D such that A >Z and such that for every (YE D, 
denoting by Q, the distance from a to K \ D, we have d-(o, Q,) n A # 0. For 
every XED let r(x)=max,,,,n_, j(ai/a,)(x)ll’“-J and assume 
Fi l~a~-j(~)‘~~p=O wheneverj=O,...,n- 1. 
Assume also that for every x E A, F, has exactly n zeros in d(0, r(x)) (taking 
into account multiplicities). Then F(Y) E g(D, r), for every x E D \ Z, F, has 
exactly n zeros in d(0, r(x)) (taking into account multiplicities) and F has a 
factorization P( Y)G( Y) with P a n-degree manic polynomial in H(D)[ Y] and 
G(Y) E g(D, r) such that N+(G,, r(x)) = 0 whenever XE A. Zf F(Y) E H(D)[ Y] 
then G(Y) E H(D)[ Y]. 
A similar Theorem was announced at the p-adic Meeting held in Hengelhoef 
in November 1986 in assuming D to have no T-filter. (The proof was not given 
in the Proceedings for reason of shortness). 
COROLLARY. Let D be an open bounded strongly infraconnected set, let 
F(Y) = C,“,, a,Y’E H(D)[[ Y]] with a0 and al quasi-invertible such that a, 
divides a0 in H(D) and let Z be the set of the zeros of a,. 
Let A be a subset of D such that A >Z and such that for every o E D, 
denoting by Q, the distance from a to K \ D, we have d- (a; .o,) fl A # 0. For 
every XE D let r(x) = I(ao/a,)(x)I and assume 
lim a, ao II ( 
s 
> II =o. S-m al D 
Assume also that for every x E A, F, has exactly one simple zero in d(0, r(x)) 
and let h(x) be this zero. Then the function h defined in D by x+h(x) belongs 
to H(D) and F has factorization (Y - h)G( Y) with G E g(D, r) and G,(Y) has 
no zero in d(0, r(x)) whenever XE D \ Z. 
In the two following examples we take K = C,. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let F(Y)=x2-y(x+xp)+pY2 with IpI< 1, D=d(O, 1). Then 
so/a, =x/l + p hence r(x) = 1 x I. Then F, has only one zero in d(0, jx 1) whenever 
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XED \ (0) (because the absolute value of the second zero of F, is Ix/pi). Thus 
we recover the obvious factorization 
F(Y)=(x- Y)(x-pY). 
If we take now F(Y)=x2- Y(x+xp)+pY2+ CSm_,psYs (Ipl<l) the Corollary 
still gives a factorization (h(x) - Y)G( Y) with I/z(x)\ = jx I h E H(D), and G, has 
no zero in d(0, 1) whenever XED \ (0) (and such a factorization wasn’t so 
obvious in that case . . . ). 
EXAMPLE 2. Let r be the set of the pm-th roots of 1 (m E N) and let l-t be the 
p-th roots of 1. 
Let 
RE]p-(l/P*@N), I[; 
let ~~10, l/p[, let (a,), (j3,) be two sequences in d(0, R) such that 
msih metb 
liq_, a,-&=0 withp-l’P-l<I&l and la,-/?,,,ls~ for all n~tr4. 
Let D be the set of the x~d(l,R) such that ~x-[~zQ for every [~r\r, 
and jx-b,l>~ for every n~tN. 
We know that the sequence 
n,=fi - X-aj 
j=O ( > x-Pj 
converges in H(D) to a limit that we will denote by n(x)[S]. 
Since R < 1, the restriction to D of Log x belongs to H(D). Let M= 
= I/Log X/ID, let a4 = Log x with qr2, let a,, = (xP-- 1)2rc(x), let a,(x) =0 
whenever s = 1 , . . . , q - 1. For sz q + 1 let (b,) be a sequence in H(D) such that 
Il~,Il~<e and 
lirr IlaD _. 
s , 
s-m e 
let a,=(~~- 1)6, for s=q+ 1, . . ..2q- 1 and let as=b, for sz2q. 
Now we put F(Y) = C,“=, a, Ys and will prove that F satisfies the hypothesis 
of Theorem B. 
Obviously a, and a0 are quasi-invertible in H(D). After, a4 divides a, 
because the zeros of a4 in d-(1,1) are the pm-th roots of 1, hence the only 
zeros of a4 in D are the [err like the zeros of ao, all of them are simple zeros. 
Then ao/a4(xP- 1) is an invertible element h EH(D), Log x/xp - 1 reaches 
its minimum on the circles C(~,Q). (<or\ r,) and then on C(c, Q) we have 
ILog xi=@ because ILog (l+u)l=lLog (c+u)\=lul whenever u~d(O,l/p). 
Thus we see that (1) llhllDs l/e whenever XED. 
Since Ia,-b,l <Q whenever m, we know that Irc(x)l= 1 whenever XED 
hence II aoIl D 5 1, hence we have 
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Let us show that 
Since aj=O for j= 1, . . . . q- 1 we have only got to show that 
(4) =o. 
By (3) we have 
and by hypothesis we have 
=o. 
Moreover, since Q< 1, the hypothesis 
lim iiasi/D _. 
- es 
implies l/aLil,< 1 hence Ilasll$< Ilasl/D and then 
henceforth (4) is verified. 
Now let 
r(x) = 
4 a0W 
K-I 
- =fIxP- 11 Ih(x 
a,(x) 
We just have to show that laq(x)lr(x)q>ias(x)lr(x)” whenever s>q for every 
xeD\T, i.e. (5) laq(x)l>la,(x)l(lxP-l~.lh(x)l)(“’q)-l. By (2) we saw that (6) 
laq(x)12elxP- 11. 
Suppose first q + 1 I SI 2q - 1. Then 
la,(x)j(lxP- 11 .Ih(~)l)@‘~)~’ 5 l&(x)I * IXP- 11(/x”- lll/@)‘s’+‘. 
Since (s/q) - 1 > 0, lxp - l/ cs’q)zs 1. By definition lb,(x)1 <Q”~ hence 
la,(x)l(lxP- 11 Ih(~)\)(~‘~)-‘<~lx~- llrla,(x)l 
hence (5) is proven for s=q+ 1, . . ..2q- 1. 
At last for s> 2q we have Ja,(x)l = lb,(x)1 < Q”~ hence 
las(x)l(lxp- l)/ ~/z(x)~)~~‘~~-~<Q~x~- ll(ejh(x)l)‘s’q’~‘IelxP- l/5 la,(x)1 
and that finishes proving Relation (5) for all s> q, whenever x E D \ I;. 
Finally we see that N+(F,, r(x)) = q for all x E D \ r, and then F satisfies all 
the hypothesis of Theorem B. Hence it has a factorization P(Y) . G(Y). 
Let us remark that r(x) approaches zero when x approaches a point o E Z-r. 
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5 2.THEPROOFS 
Consider a Taylor series F(Y) = C,“=, a, YS E H(D)[[ Y]] and let x E D. If F, 
has exactly n zeros in a suitable convergence disk, then the radius Q(X) of the 
smallest disk containing all the n zeros is such that (see [A,]) 
Mx)le(x)“= max Mx)IeW, 
OSSSn-I 
hence 
n-s a,(x) 
Q(X) = max - 
05_TZGn- I 
lil I a,(x) * 
Thus a first condition for F, to have n zeros in its convergence disk is to con- 
verge in the disk d(O,~(x)). 
Suppose now F, has exactly n zeros in its convergence disk when x belongs 
to a certain subset A of D. The problem we are now looking for is whether this 
implies F, has exactly n zeros in all D (except, of course, when a,(x) =O). 
The analytically distributed sets we are going to define will enable us to deal 
with this problem. 
DEFINITIONS. Let A be a subset of the disk d(a, r). A is said to be an analytic 
boundary of d(a, r) if IIPl\d(a,rj = ilP\lA whenever P(Y) EK[Y]. [A21 
Then we know that A is an analytic boundary of d(a, r) if and only if there 
exists a sequence a, of points in A such that 
lim la,-a,] =r [EJ. 
n-C= 
m-m 
n*m 
Let D be a bounded closed infraconnected set in K and for every a ED let 
e(a)=infXeD Ix-al. Let A b e a subset of D. A will be said to be analytically 
distributed in D, if for every a ED, A n&r, Q(X)) is an analytic boundary in 
d(a, e(4). 
PROPOSITION P. Let D be an open closed bounded infraconnected set in K 
and let F(Y) = C,“=, u,Y”EH(D)[[Y]] be such that a,, divides a,, . . . . a,_ 1 in 
H(D) and 
~~JIJ lla~Pj(~)Sllo=O wheneverj=O,...,n-1. 
For every XE D, let r(x) = max,,,,_ 1 I(aj/a,)(~)I”~-j. 
Let Z be the set of the zeros of a,, in D, and let A be an analytically 
distributed subset in D such that ZCA. Assume that F, has exactly n zeros 
(taking into account multiplicities) in d(0, r(x)) whenever XE A. Then F, has 
exactly n zeros (taking into account multiplicities) in d(0, r(x)) whenever 
XED\ Z. 
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EXAMPLE. Let D = dp (0,l) and iet (b,) be a sequence in D such that 
limm+, lb*/ = 1. Let F(Y) satisfy the limit condition stated above. Suppose 
that a, has no zero in D and that Fb, has exactly n zeros for all m. 
Then F, has exactly n zeros for all x E D \ Z. 
PROOF. At each point x E D \ Z, the relation N+(F,, T(X)) = n is true if and 
only if the two following systems (~~)Osj<n and (gs),,, are satisfied: 
(~j)~a,(x)~~(x)“~ laj(x)lr(x)i whenever j=O, . . ..n- 1 
(~~)la,(x)lr(x)“>ia,(x)lr(x)” whenever s>n. 
Actually the relations (Bj) are immediately satisfied by the definition of r. 
Indeed, there exists i E tN with 0 I is n - 1 such that 
ai l/n-i 
r(x) = - 
I I %(X) * 
Consider 
ajo I/n-j 
I I a,(x) for any j=O,...,n- 1. 
By hypothesis we have 
hence 
hence finally laj(X)lr(~)~< ia,(x)lr(x)“. Thus the relations (.9ZJ) do hold for all 
xeD\Z. 
Now let us prove the relations (2,) for all x E D \ Z. Let (r ED \ Z and let us 
prove that (9,) are true at (r. To simplify the notations we assume a = 0. Let 
us put u = Q(O), and A = -log o. 
Let n = d(0, o) fl D. Since d-(0, w) CA, it is well known that o(a,, ,I) < + m, 
hence the relation u(a,(x)) = u(a,, A) holds for all x in the circle except maybe 
in a finite number of disks d-(yj,w) (1 sjik) with IYj- Yhl= /yjJ =O for j#h. 
Let us put 
(1) A=A\ U d-(yj,w). 
j=1 
Since d-(0, o)cA CD, it is easily seen that a, can’t go to zero along to a 
T-filter on A because la,(x)1 is a constant on C(O,w)nA. Hence by [E3] a, is 
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a quasi-invertible element in H(d) that satisfies 
(2) I&(X)) = ~(a,, A) whenever XE A \ d-(0,0). 
Now let 1 be an integer 5 n - 1 such that 
adO) I I 
l/n-l 
r(0) = - 
a, (0) 
and consider the functions g, defined in A \ Z by 
g,(x) = 
a,(x)“-‘a,(x)“-” 
an(x)s-’ 
for s>n. 
Consider a point XE A \ Z where the relations (a,) are true and let j E 
E (0, . . . . n - l} be such that 
aj(x) 1’n-J 
r(x) = - 
I I a,(x) ’ 
Then by definition we have 
la,(x)1 . z s-n’n-J< la,(x)1 
I( >I n 
hence a fortiori: 
l%(X)l $$ s-n’n-‘< la,(x),. 
I I ” 
Finally we have the following relation 
(3) \gJx)l< 1 (whenever s> n), 
for all x E A \ Z where ($2,) is satisfied. 
Now we will prove that g, E H(A) whenever s > n. 
Indeed since a;T-’ is quasi-invertible in H(A), we know that g, has the form 
h(x)/P(x) with h E H(A) and P(x) a polynomial whose zeros are in A. If P does 
not divide h in H(A) we know by Lemma 9 of [E4] that g, has a pole p such 
that h(P) #0 and P(p) = 0, hence Ig,(x)l tends to infinity when x approaches j3. 
Then, since ZC A, there exists a sequence x, in A that approaches p, hence 
by (3) we have Ig,(x,)l < 1 whenever m E N, which shows that g, has no pole at 
p. Thus g, E H(A). 
Now, since A n d(0, o) is an analytic boundary in d(0, o) there exists a se- 
quence (b,), E M in A f7 d(0, o) such that 
lim b,= lim (6,-b,)=w. 
m-m m-m 
4-m 
me9 
Then we can obviously assume that all the 6, are in A because by definition 
of A (1) only a finite number of them do not belong to A. 
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Also let us remark that there exists 6 E [0, o[ such that g, has no zero in the 
annulus r(6) = {x 16 I (x / < co}. Then the relation 
(4) u(g,(x)) = u(gsr u(x)) holds for all x E r(6). 
By the hypothesis on the sequence (b,,,),,,, M, one of the two following cases 
A and B occurs 
A) There is an infinity of b, in d-(0,o) 
B) There is r~ N such that lb, - 6,) = lb,1 = o whenever, ml 1, qr t with 
m+q. 
Consider first case A). We can clearly find a 6, in r(0) so that by (3) we 
have Ig,(b,)J < 1, hence by (4) we see that u(g,, o(b,))>O, hence o(g, ,D) >O 
whenever ,D? -log 8 and u(g(O))>O which by (2) proves ( gS) (for all s>n). 
Consider now case B). Then we can assume that all the b, satisfy lbml = 
=lb,-b,l=o with b,~d \d-(0,w) whenever m, qeN, mfq. By (3) we 
have lg,(b,)l < 1 whenever m, hence by (2) u(g,, I)>O, from which we con- 
clude o(gJ0)) > 0, (whenever s > n). 
This ends the proof of Proposition P. 
PROOF OF THEOREM B. Using the hypothesis 
:irr l~~~-j(p)‘l~D=O wheneverj=O,...,n-1, 
we will first prove F(Y)E $(D, r). 
Indeed 
Hence 
Illa, YsIIIr 5
Orjr"_, Ip(:)‘llb"i 
max 
and then by hypothesis 
h_r lla~ej(~)‘llD=O 
it is easily seen that lim,,, Illa, Y9ll’= 0 hence finally FE L!7(Ll, r). 
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On the other hand, F, has exactly n zeros in 40, T(X)) when XEA, hence by 
Proposition P, F, has exactly n zeros in d(0, T(X)) for all XE D \ Z. 
Now we can apply Theorem A with the generalization mentioned above 
because a0 is supposed to be quasi-invertible and the a, (0~s~ n - 1) are quasi- 
invertible or identically zero. Hence we have the factorization announced in 
9-V% r)* 
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